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carbohydrates
fats
proteins

vitamins
minerals

fibre
water



Iodine solution  turns 
dark blue/black



biuret solution  turns 
purple



Let you compare 
foods, can help to 
plan your diet, have 
warnings for problem 
substances





energy

energy, insulation

protein

Healthy body 
systems
Fills cells, transport, 
cools you down



energy

energy, insulation

protein

Healthy body 
systems
Fills cells, transport, 
cools you down



Fibre – helps food move through 
the body

Your body would turn them into 
fat and you would gain weight

How active 
genderAge



Vitamin A – healthy eyes + skin
Calcium - bones
Iron – red blood cells
Vitamin C – helps cells stick together





Eating the right amounts of each nutrient



Starvation  not enough nutrition. 
Obesity  too much nutrition



mouth

Salivary 
glands

Gullet/oesophagus
/food pipe

stomach
liver pancreas

small 
intestine

large 
intestine

rectum





Chews food makes smaller
Saliva  enzymes digest starch

Pushes food towards stomach

Churns food in acid  breaks 
up. Enzymes digest protein
Enzymes  break up molecules 
absorbed into blood

Absorbs water , forms faeces

Stores faeces

Pushes out faeces  egestion



Digest foods 
that your body 
can’t

Biological 
substances 
which speed 
up reactions
Mouth, stomach, 
pancreas, small intestine







Long, folded, lined with hairs 
(villi)  very large surface 
area for absorption
Large blood supply



The enzymes breakdown the 
starch into sugars. The sugars 
can diffuse out



Particles naturally spread out
If there are more particles in 
one area than another they 
will diffuse to even out
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